A Narrative Essay on “Adventurous Experience of
Your Life" – Tips & Tricks 2022
There is a particular type of essay in which the writer is required to narrate a story and event or happening.
This particular type of essay is known as a narrative essay. All the different types of essays are different
from one another on the basis of the purpose for which they are written and the way they are written. For
example, in an argumentative essay, the writer is required to present a number of different arguments to
persuade his audience to accept the viewpoint or perspective.

However, a narrative essay is written to narrate a story happening or an event. This clearly shows the
difference between the different types of essays. Apart from all that, to effectively write essays a writer
should possess effective writing skills. Professional writers such as the one offering online services
like professional essay writing service mostly suggest the beginner writers improve their writing skills as
effective writing skills can help in writing any type of essay for paper.

Writing an effective narrative essay is all about planning what should be written in the essay. Most of the
students hesitate in effectively writing different types of essays. I heard a sixth-grade child telling her
younger brother “Please help me college essay writer by writing an essay for me or get it done for me as I
am not good at effectively writing essays”. Upon hearing this the brother replied, “Sister it is all about
collecting ideas and planning how those ideas would be narrated effectively to the audience”. A number of
different steps or ways can be used by students as well as beginner writers in effectively writing narrative
essays. Mentioned below are some of those tips:
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2.

3.
4.
5.

Selecting a topic for the narrative essay holds great value in effectively narrating the story event or
happening to the audience. The reason behind this is that selecting a topic that interests the writer
will help him develop more ideas or ways to narrate the story completely and clearly to his
audience. On the other hand, a topic for the narrative essay should also be selected keeping into
consideration the interest of the audience. This will help the writer in attracting the attention of the
audience very easily and without putting in the extra effort.
Plan what you will write in the narrative essay before giving it a start. This planning can be
accomplished by preparing a comprehensive outline for the narrative essay. This outline will
comprise the basic points that you aim to include in your narrative essay. Apart from that, this will
help in maintaining a flow of information throughout the essay.
Make sure to use words and sentences that clearly express your ideas and help the readers
understand what you want to convey without putting effort. An essay writer free always focuses on
the tone as well as the way he is communicating his ideas with his audience.
Maintain the overall consistency of your narrative essay by maintaining the consistency of each of
the paragraphs individually.
Attract the attention of your audience by creating a background image in their mind at the start of
the narrative essay.

Sample narrative essay on “adventurous experience of your life”
We often deal with life situations that make us stressed and tired both physically as well as mentally. In my
case, it is not just the life situations that make me stressed and tired. Rather my hectic Practical, as well as
academic routine, has played a huge contribution in providing me stress. Some days have been so hectic
and tiresome that I just wanted to get rid of the daily life routine. Apart from that, the tiring usual routine
has made me think of living what I am doing and moving to a place that provides me with both physical as
well as mental peace.

It was the middle of July when I was assigned a huge project. The burden of the project and its successful
accomplishment provided me with continual mental stress which in turn affected my physical health as well.
After the completion of the project, I instantly decided to go for an adventurous tour. After thinking I
decided to go to Versova beach.

The very next morning I packed my bag and started my journey towards Versova beach. After reaching the
beach my eyes would blow away as I had never ever seen such a huge sea in my life. The windy air was
blowing my face away and was making my hair rustle in the air. The rustling sound of leaves was
mesmerizing and the freeze breeze of air was providing me a tight hug. The stunning and breathtaking view
of Versova beach blew away all my negative thoughts. I felt like all this was forcefully holding my hand and
making me dance in the air.

I always loved spending time alone and this experience made me realize that this time was made just for
my mental peace. I sat on a huge tetrapod rock, wrapped my legs around, closed my eyes, and felt the
gentle and relaxing sound of seawater.

I spent my entire day at Versova beach. During the entire day, there was not a single moment I thought of
going back. Even though I went there alone, I never felt bored. I enjoyed the company that was provided to
me by the Versova beach and its beauty. At the end of that day, I thought “Wow what an adventurous
experience it was”.
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